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FOREWORD
The publication of Gatanga Technical and Vocational GTVC (G.T.V.C)
Strategic Plan marks a critical milestone for the GTVC since it is now the
primary document which outlines the links of the GTVC’s operations to
national priorities, not to emphasize the vision 2030 and the
implementation of the Kenya constitution 2010.
The Kenya Vision 2030 goal for the education sector is to have globally
competitive quality education, training and research for sustainable
development.
We
at
G.T.V.C
recognize
that
Kenya’s
global
competitiveness will depend on the ability to create a human resource
base that will be constantly subjected to re-training and access to
technological learning within employment. These specific human
resources will then play a major role in contributing not only to efficiency
gains in existing economic activities, but in diversifying economic sectors
and activities in order to realize the country’s vision.
To achieve our vision of becoming a leading technical and vocational
GTVC for sustainable development, and effectively perform our mandate,
we the G.T.V.C fraternity work jointly with other stakeholders. This
Strategic Plan will provide us with a blueprint upon which to build the
legacy of successful foundation for future generations to come.
The ability of G.T.V.C to successfully implement the 2020–2024 Strategic
Plan will ultimately depend on the skills, professionalism and commitment
of the institution’s community. I am confident that the GTVC will achieve
higher status and leadership in Technical, Vocational and Education and
Training as we move towards the achievement of Kenya’s Vision 2030. I
must therefore emphasize that the successful implementation of this
strategic plan calls for the dedication and commitment from all
stakeholders. Indeed, we will also expect equal support from the
government(s), local community, private sector and development
partners. I am therefore confident that the renewed spirit emanating from
the implementation of the new constitution, we will collectively achieve
the goals set out in this strategic plan.
………………….
CHAIRMAN – BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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PREFACE
This Strategic Plan 2020 – 2024 has been written through wide
stakeholder’s participation. The compiling of this first strategic plan was
inevitable as a result of various Social, Economic, Legal and Political
factors, and also the major reforms that have taken place in the country
and the dynamic nature of the society.
This Strategic Plan expresses the future needs and aspirations of the
GTVC community in line with the aspirations of Vision 2030 and the
requirements of the Kenya Constitution 2010 and Big Four agenda. It
provides a framework through which we shall apply our strengths, tackle
our weaknesses, exploit the opportunities at our disposal, and confront
any threats in our operating environment. This Plan spells out the GTVC
vision, mission, values and broad objectives. It also clarifies the specific
targets to be achieved during the next five years, and outlines the
mechanisms for achieving these targets. The challenge ahead of us is to
implement the Plan, and strive to attain the targets specified therein.
Let me take this opportunity to thank everyone who was involved in
compiling this document. I wish to specially appreciate the efforts of
Government Officials, the Board of Governors and members of staff. As
we embark on the implementation stage of the Plan, let us jointly explore
the exciting opportunities that are within our reach. With our dedicated
and talented staff and self-driven students I am confident that with the
support of the Government and all stakeholders the GTVC will distinguish
itself in these challenging and exciting times.
JEREMIAH M MUGO (MR.)
PRINCIPAL / SECRETARY – BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Gatanga Technical and Vocational GTVC Strategic Plan articulates the
GTVC’s commitment, objectives and strategies and the direction to be
taken in order to maintain and enhance excellence in all of its endeavors.
The writing of the strategic plan was necessitated by the need of the
GTVC to focus her strategic direction to be in line with MOE Strategic Plan
and Government policies, more so the Vision 2030 and the Kenya
Constitution 2010.
Motivated by the vision “To be a Centre of excellence in technical and vocational training”
and driven by the mission “To provide technical and vocational training that produce skilled
and competent manpower that can compete favourably in the labour market’’ and guided by
values;hardwork,transparency,integrity,teamwork,accountability,professionalism.The
Strategic plan will provide a road map for the achievement of the GTVC’s objectives.
The strategic plan highlights the GTVC’s current situation through the SWOT, PESTEL,
stakeholders, staff profile and infrastructure analysis. From the analysis, eight strategic issues
have been identified namely: Access and equity; Institutional corporate governance /
management; ICT (Equipment and Technology); Research and Development; Financial
Resources; Human resource; Collaboration and linkages and Infrastructure. These gave birth
to the following strategic objectives: STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

1. To enhance access and equity;
2. To diversify training programmes;
3. To improve Institutional corporate governance;
4. To ensure the staff are adequate, competent and highly motivated;
5. To enhance collaborations and linkages;
6. To upgrade and increase the infrastructure.

x

The plan has documented a detailed implementation matrix,
implementation plan and a budget. To ensure the effective
implementation of the strategic plan, the GTVC will prepare annual
implementation plans, and Monitoring and evaluation tools. In future, The
GTVC will cascade the Performance Contract to the departments so that
specific targets are implemented at the departmental level.
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CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1.1 Historical Background
Gatanga Technical and Vocational GTVC is located in kigoro Location,
Kariara Division, Gatanga sub-county, Murang’a County. It started in
2015 as an upgrade of Ndunyu Chege VILLAGE POLYTECHNIC.The land on
which the GTVC sit is occupied by the Youth Polytechnic and a Dispensary
both under the County Government of Murang’a. The foundation stone
was laid by the Hon. Dr. William Samoei Ruto (Deputy President of the
republic of Kenya) on 19th june, 2015. The construction of the Institute
buildings started on 19th JUNE, 2015 and by the end of 2016 the building
had been completed. The GTVC was officially registered by TVETA on 25th
April, 2017 and admitted the first batch of students in January 2018.

1.2 Governance structure
GTVC is a national public tertiary institution under the Ministry of
Education, it operates under the Education Act 213 and TVET Act 2013
Laws of Kenya. The GTVC’s operations are also carried out in accordance
with the Government policies and procedures as spelt out in official
documents and circulars. The institute operates under the management of
the Board of Governors appointed by the Minister in charge of Education.
The Principal is the institute’s CEO and the secretary to the BOG. On the
day-to-day operations of the GTVC, the Principal is assisted by a Deputy
Principal, the Registrar, the Dean of Students and Heads of Departments.
The students participate in GTVC’s governance through a student’s
association led by an elected student council.
The GTVC has Five Academic Departments: Mechanical Engineering
(production
option);
Electrical
and
Electronics,
Information
Communication Technology and Building Technology/Plumbing; Business
Studies and Cosmetology. The non-academic departments/Sections
include: Examinations Office, Industrial Attachment, Finance, Sports and
games.
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1.3 Proposed GTVC’s Organogram
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Figure 1: Proposed GTVC's Organization Structure
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1.4 Rationale for writing the Strategic Plan
As a Public Tertiary Institution under the Ministry of Education (MOE), the
Strategic Plan will assist GTVC to position herself by leveraging on
governance, financing and human resource development. GTVC has to
focus her strategic direction to be in line with MOE Strategic Plan and
Government policies, more so the Vision 2030, the big four Agenda and
the Kenya Constitution. These policies are set out in the various policies
and Guidelines such as Guidelines on Performance Contracting by the
Public Sector Reform and Performance Contracting Secretariat; MediumTerm Plans of the Kenya Vision 2030; Sessional Paper No. 1 of 2005 on
Education, Training and Research.
All these factors take into account the dynamic circumstances in the
demand for TVET training. In developing the Strategic Plan, reference was
made to these key policy documents. In spite of global economic
uncertainties that lie ahead of our country, this Strategic Plan will assist
the GTVC to overcome its weaknesses and threats as well as maximize on
its strengths and opportunities for the benefit of the country and beyond.

1.5 Statutory and Legal Framework
To effectively carry out its mandate, the GTVC complies with all applicable
legal and regulatory requirements. These include:













The Constitution of Kenya 2010
The Public procurement and disposal Act 2005 and public
procurement and disposal regulations 2006
The KNEC Act 2013
The Education Act 2013
The Anti-Corruption and Economic Crimes Act 2003
The Public Officers Ethics Act 2003
The occupational Safety and Health Act 2007
Tax Regulations
The Industrial Training Act (Cap 237)
TVET Act 2013
The Employment Act 2007 and other relevant labor laws
Mwongozo code

1.6 Vision 2030
The GTVC is conscious of Kenya’s national long-term development vision
of creating a globally competitive and prosperous nation with a high
quality of life by 2030, aiming at transforming Kenya into a newly
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industrialized, middle-income country providing a high quality of life to all
its citizens by 2030 in a clean and secure environment. The vision is
anchored on three key pillars; economic, social and political governance.
Through this strategic plan, the GTVC is gearing towards playing a
significant and leading role in the fulfillment of its mandate and
contribution towards the achievement of vision 2030 and the
implementation of the Kenya constitution.
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CHAPTER TWO: FUNDAMENTAL STATEMENTS
2.1 Introduction
The GTVC derives its mandate mainly from TVET Act, 2013

2.2 Mandate
The GTVC mandate is to provide quality technical, vocational and
education for effective and sustainable nation building.

2.3 Vision
To be a centre of excellence in technical and vocational training

2.4 Mission Statement
To provide technical and vocational training courses that produce skilled
and competent manpower that can compete favourably in the labour market .

2.5 Core Values
In the endeavor to realize its vision and mission, GTVC upholds the
following core values:
Integrity

:

The board and employees uphold the
highest

ethical

standards,

demonstrating honesty and fairness in
all operations.
Equity

:

We are committed to impartiality in
dealing with all our stakeholders.

Professionalism

:

We uphold impeccable professional
Standards in our work while adhering
to ethical principles in service delivery.

Teamwork

:

Board members and employees will
work together, as one team, towards
the realization of the GTVC’s mandate.
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Customer focus

:

The GTVC will not only meet but
exceed customers’ expectations.

Innovation

:

The GTVC is a learning organization
that
embraces
creativity
and
innovativeness
in
responding
to
changes in the operating environment.

Objectives of the GTVC:
(1) To produce highly skilled, competent and self-driven human resource
for the labour market;
(2) To collaborate with relevant institutions and industries for the transfer
of applied knowledge, innovations and technological solutions for
solving practical problems in the workplace;
(3) To diversify training programmes;
(4) To ensure the GTVC utilizes modern information communication
technology in training and management systems;
(5) To carry out research in appropriate and emerging technologies.
(6) To expand and improve physical infrastructure and equipment.

2.6 Strategic direction
The GTVC is oriented towards growth. It is imperative that the institution
zealously pursues the growth path. This will be realized by taking
advantages of the available strengths and exploiting opportunities.
The GTVC’s objectives comprehensively address strategic issues that have
an impact on the organization’s performance including human resource
development, collaboration, outreach programmes, training, Information
Communication
Technology
(ICT),
research
and
infrastructural
development.
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CHAPTER THREE: SITUATION ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction
This chapter involves a comprehensive review of the external and internal
situations of the GTVC analyzed through SWOT, STAKEHOLDERS, and
PESTEL analysis.
3.1.1 SWOT Analysis
(a) Strengths
i.

Status as the only Technical GTVC within the sub-county

ii.

Dedicated Management

iii.

Modern training and learning tools and equipment in some
department

iv.

Strategic location

v.

Good communication network

(b) Weaknesses
i.

Inadequate staff

ii.

Inadequate industrial linkages

iii.

Inadequate classrooms and workshops

iv.

Poor infrastructure planning

v.

Inadequate publicity

vi.

Inadequate ICT infrastructure

vii.

Inadequate finances
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(c) Opportunities
i.

Enabling legal and policy framework

ii.

Increasing student enrollment (rich catchment area)

iii.

Potential for collaborations and linkages

iv.

Technological advancements

v.

Access to student loans and bursaries from HELB and CDF

vi.

High demand for capacity building in the industry/market

vii.

Improved community perception on TVET courses

viii. Government support through funding and provision of equipment
and infrastructure development
ix.

Political goodwill

(d) Threats
i.

Rapid technological changes

ii.

Cyber crime

iii.

Political interference.

iv.

Competition from other institutions

v.

Drugs and substance Abuse

vi.

Moral decadence

vii.

Insecurity.

viii. High training cost for technical programmes.
ix.

Formal employment culture

x.

Bureaucracy in the procurement process

xi.

Negative attitude towards technical GTVCs
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3.1.2 PESTEL Analysis

Factor

Aspect

Effect

Mitigation Measures

Political

1. Political situation








Surveillance and intelligence on
potential risks



Lobby/create linkages with the
County Government.
Enhance resource mobilization
to cater for increased enrolment

2. Devolution



3. Government policies
such as free primary
and secondary
education, TVET,
Internship and
Taxation







4. New educational
system and curriculum





GTVC

Reduction in student numbersDisplacement of students
Increased student numbers
Demand for skills at the county
level hence increased student
enrolment
Strain on existing resources both
physical infrastructure and human
resource
Increase in student numbers
Increased internship
opportunities for students
Government support of
infrastructure development and
human resource capacity
development.
Increased financial access by
students through bursaries/loans
from HELB
Clear career pathways
Increased demand for
courses/higher enrolment
Increased employability of
graduates












Create awareness on new
initiatives e.g. HELB loans to
current and potential students
Comply to government policies
Seek tax exemption on income
generating activities

Undertake analysis on the
impact of the new education
system and curriculum
Take advantage of government
goodwill

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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Factor

Aspect

Effect

Mitigation Measures

Economic

1. Inflation




Increased cost of doing business
Fluctuation in students’
enrolment
Increased levels of
unemployment





Adopt cost saving measures
Automate operations
Establish income generating
activities

Increased employment
opportunities for graduates
Increased number of students



Implement curriculum that is
responsive to these sectors

Increased employment
opportunities
Demand for relevant
qualifications



Enhance market intelligence
and assessment of the
opportunities thereof
Develop new curriculum
relevant to natural resources

Decrease in students enrolment





2. Development of
infrastructure such as
roads, railways and
energy projects

3. Discovery and






exploitation of natural
resources e.g. oil, solar, 
wind, geothermal

4. Unemployment







5. Implementation of
government economic
policies and priorities
e.g. Vision 2030

GTVC




Increased enrolment
Increased employment
opportunities



Enhance awareness among
employers about MTVC
graduates
Encourage self-employment
Develop and implement
curriculum based on the
priorities of Vision 2030

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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Factor

Aspect

Effect

Mitigation Measures

Socialcultural
environment

1. Poverty levels






Low student numbers
Huge fees balances




2. Population
growth/demographic

3. Gender imbalance




Increase in student numbers
Large pool of potential students



Low enrolment of female/male
students in some areas

4. Alcohol and drug abuse 

Loss of potential and existing
students











GTVC

Create awareness to students
on alternative ways of
accessing financial support
through barazas, churches,
brochures and other forums
Introduce work-study
programmes
Sensitize students on access to
HELB loans and bursaries
Increase institutional capacity
Improve customer service
Automate operational systems
Improve on
marketing/visibility of the
polytechnic
 Collect gender
disaggregated data to
inform marketing activities
Create awareness on effects of
ADA
Counselling of the students
Partner with other relevant
institutions to provide
counselling, awareness and
rehabilitation services
Intelligence gathering and

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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Factor

Aspect

Effect

Mitigation Measures
cooperate with police

5. Entrepreneurial culture



in the region


Technology

1. Mobile
computing/phones







2. Smart classrooms






3. E-library




Increased student enrolment and 
all courses to have business

related courses
Drop out by some students to
venture into business

Intensify marketing of courses
Guidance and counselling of
the students

Easy access to information
Smart phones can enhance
research and innovation among
students and lecturers
Exam malpractices
Distraction of students during
learning
Promotes antisocial behavior
Increased efficiency and quality
of teaching and learning
Increased demand for smart
classrooms
Digital learning for all trainees

Enforce of exam rules and
regulations
Sensitization/awareness
creation
Enhance use of technology in
class during content delivery
Develop policy on use of
mobile computing
Staff capacity building on the
use of smart classrooms
Invest in more digital content
Provide more smart
classrooms
Provide a portal for E-Learning
Create awareness and train
staff and student on the use of
e-resources
Add more e-resources

Increased access to relevant
books and reference materials
Improved customer service













GTVC

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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Factor

Ecological

Aspect

Effect

Mitigation Measures

4. Wi-Fi







1. Adverse climate
changes





Increased connectivity
Efficient communication/ sharing
of information
Abuse/misuse
High food prices
Increased operational costs





2. Poor disposal of waste/ 
Pollution


3. Green economy





Degradation of the environment
Ill health among students and
staff

Safe and clean environment
Decrease in operational costs
Plants trees in the compound











Legal

GTVC

1. Legal framework e.g.
Education Act 2012
and TVET Act 2013
2. Other legal provisions



Increased opportunities for the
GTVC to fulfil its mandate





Increased/reduced cost of



Increase bandwidth
Institute security control
measures
Finalize ICT policy
Use rain harvested water to
grow own food
Increase rain harvesting
facilities
Implement the occupation,
health and safety policy
Implement clean environment
initiatives e.g. tree planting
and cleaning
Enforce ban on plastic bags
Construct an incinerator
Use of biodegradable
materials.
Use environmentally friendly
building materials
Recycling of waste paper
Consider solar energy and
water conservation
Comply with legal and
regulatory provisions
Comply with laws and

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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Factor

Aspect
e.g. National Energy
Act 2006, National
Construction Authority
Regulations, 2014

GTVC

Effect




Mitigation Measures

construction
High cost of compliance
High professional standards

regulations

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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3.2 Stakeholder Analysis
The purpose of analyzing the GTVC versus stakeholders is to define the strategic relations that can be
exploited in order to achieve the institute’s mandate. The way in which different stakeholders relate to each
other determines the type of partnership that develops between them. Table 2 below presents stakeholders
and the institute’s expectations.
Table 1: Stakeholders’ and Institute’s expectations
STAKEHOLDERS
Ministry of Education

-

STAKEHOLDERS’
EXPECTATIONS
efficient and effective
utilization of grants
adherence to policies and
regulations

GTVCS EXPECTATIONS
-

-

County government

-

-

NGOS /media

GTVC

-

Identification of needy
students
Identify the courses not
offered in vocational
centers for upward
mobility
Provide examination
centre for most courses
offered in vocational
centers
Correct information

-

-

GTVCs INTERVENTION

Policy Development and
Implementation.
Providing an enabling
environment for science
technology and innovation.
Facilitating the
implementation of the
Institutes’ strategic plan
Facilitate identification of
problem areas in matters
pertaining to law and order
Partnered ship
Sponsor students
Recommend trainees to join
for further training

-

Seek the information

-

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

-

-

Budgeting
Put Control systems in place
Involvement of the BOG in all
projects undertaken
Prepare policies (e.g. the strategic
plan)
Submission of financial reports to
Moe on utilization of grants.
Preparation of the annual
procurement plans
Timely identification of needy
students
Inform vocational centres of need
for up grading of skills

Give the information
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STAKEHOLDERS

OTHER
INSTITUTIONS
STUDENTS

Examination Bodies
(KASNEB/KNEC/DIT/
CDACC)

SUPPLIERS

STAKEHOLDERS’
EXPECTATIONS
Advertisement

-

Quality and affordable
programmes
- Conformance of
programmes to
relevant professional
regulatory bodies
- Variety of academic
programmes
- Health and recreation
facilities
- Affordable and good
quality catering services
- Healthy, safe and secure
environment
Defined
programmes
schedules
- Gender balance
- Disability mainstreaming
- Adherence
to
examination
policies,
rules, regulations and
guidelines
-

-

Provision of business
Be paid on time

GTVCS EXPECTATIONS
-

Responsible journalism

-

-

Pay fees on time
Avail themselves for training
Be willing to learn/train
Maintain discipline and a
culture of Working hard
Be innovative/creative
Compliance with the Institute
rules and regulations
Academic excellence
Sanity and order

-

-

-

-

-

GTVC

Acquisition of skills
Provide guidance and

GTVCs INTERVENTION

-

Accurate
and
timely
communication of policies,
rules,
regulations
and
guidelines and any changes
on the same.
Timely supply of goods in the
right quantity and quality.
Submission of invoices in
good time.
Pay fees on time
Provide career guidance

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

advertise on time

Timely and accurate invoicing of
students.

-

Communicate the policies, rules
and regulations to the students
and other stakeholders.

-

Accurate and Timely
communication and feedback.
Timely payment of suppliers

-

Provide skills
courses

in

market

driven
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STAKEHOLDERS
PARENTS

-

-

INDUSTRY

-

-

TEACHING STAFF

-

GTVC

STAKEHOLDERS’
EXPECTATIONS
counseling
Mentorship
Ambassadorial role
Quality programmes,
safety, health and
security of the students
Develop an all rounded
student
Attach students in the
industry
Research outputs and
innovations of
commercial value
Joint research and
development
Projects
Solutions to industrial
and operational problems
Skilled labour force
Supervise and assess the
student on attachment
Sustainability of the
Institute
Defined career
progression
Healthy, safe and secure
working environment
Training and development
opportunities
Welfare services
Equity (Gender balance
and Disability

GTVCS EXPECTATIONS

-

GTVCs INTERVENTION

support
Guide and counsel the
students
Co-operate with the
institution on indiscipline
matters

-

-

-

-

-

-

Industrial
training
(attachment, internship and
apprenticeship)
Material
and
Technical
Support
Utilization of products and
opportunity for graduates
Collaboration and sustainable
partnership
Timely and accurate feedback
on
students’
performance
during industrial attachment
Effective and quality
curriculum implementation
Loyalty and sustainable
service
Timely provision of services
Adherence to the quality
management system based
on ISO 9001:2015
Good examination results

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

-

-

Strengthen the guidance and
counselling department
Providing an environment that
encourages social, spiritual and
physical development
Provide adequate facilities and
equipment
Provide adequate and qualified
personnel
Create linkage with the industry
Conduct market survey and initiate
relevant interventions
Develop and Implement the
industrial attachment policy
Create linkages and collaborations
with industries

Conducive working environment
Provision of the required policies
Provision of resources
Team building and motivation
Supervision of curriculum
implementation
Marketing of the Institute
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STAKEHOLDERS

NON-TEACHING
STAFF

-

GOVERNMENT

-

-

-

COMMUNITY

GTVC

-

STAKEHOLDERS’
EXPECTATIONS
mainstreaming)
Integrity
Meritocracy
Favourable
working
conditions
adherence to the scheme
of service
Welfare services
Sustainability of the
Institute
Equity (Gender balance
and Disability
mainstreaming)
Integrity
Meritocracy
Supply of quality human
resource
Programmes based on
national development
needs
Innovations for
industrialization
Needs-based community
extension and technology
transfer
Proper utilization and
accounting of
Government contributions
Social responsibility
programmes
Improved roads
Clean environment
Disciplined students

GTVCS EXPECTATIONS

-

-

-

GTVCs INTERVENTION

Effectiveness and efficiency in
provision of services
Timely feedback

-

Regular and adequate
funding.
Development of appropriate
policies;
Timely and accurate
feedback;

-

Cooperation
Responsibility
Information
Support

-
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-

-

Conducive working environment
Provision of the required policies
Provision of resources

Submit proposals to the relevant
ministries;
Utilizing funds appropriately and
effectively;

Initiate community outreach
programmes;
Create awareness on the Institutes
operations;
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STAKEHOLDERS
-

GTVC

STAKEHOLDERS’
EXPECTATIONS
Needs-based extension
Creation of jobs
Appropriate technologies

GTVCS EXPECTATIONS
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3.3 STAFF PROFILES
The GTVC is aware that its human resources is core to the realization of
its goals and objectives. As part of the planning process, the GTVC carries
out an analysis of the staffing position, both in quality and quantity. This
section gives the current staff position in various departments/sections
classified by gender and qualification, and identifies gaps to be addressed
during the implementation of this revised strategic plan.

3.3.A
S/No
.

TEACHING STAFF
Department

1.
Administration

2.

No. of
Staff
M F Tota
l
1

Qualificatio
n

1

0

0 1

0 0

Mechanical
Engineering(producti
on option)
3.
Business Studies

4.
Information
Communication
Technology

5.

6

GTVC

Masters

Desire
d
2

Availabl
e
1

Ga
p
-1

Degree

4

2

-2

Higher
Diploma

6

-

-6

Masters

2

0

-2

Degree

4

0

-4

Higher
Diploma

4

0

-4

Diploma

2

0

-2

0

0 0

Masters

4

0

-4

1

1

Degree

4

0

-3

1

1

Higher
Diploma

4

0

-4

Diploma

1

0

-1

-

-1

0

0 0

Masters

1

0

2 2

Degree

3

Higher
Diploma

-

Diploma

1

Masters

1

-

-1

Degree

2

-

-2

Higher
Diploma

1

-

-1

Diploma

1

-

-1

0
Electrical
&Electronics

Number Of Staff

0

0 0
0 0

-2
-

-1

Plumbing
Technology
Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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7.

Building Technology
1
Total

2

Degree

1

-

-1

Diploma

1

-

-1

43

1

42

0 2

To mold an all rounded student, the GTVC encourages all students to
participate in co-curricular activities. The patrons, and coaches of the
various co-curricular activities are appointed by the Principal from the
existing pool of staff and considering in co-curricular activities as
indicated below: CO-CURRICULAR

CURRENT

DESIRED

ACTIVITIES

STATUS

STATUS

SPORTS COACHES

2

5

3

CLUB AND SOCIETIES
PATRONS

3

5

2

-

MUSIC DIRECTORS

0

1

1

-

TOTAL

5

11

6

-

GTVC

GAP REMARKS
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3.3.B

NON-TEACHING STAFF

S/No.

Designation

Current
Status
M F Total

1.

Administrative
Secretary

-

2.

Procurement Officer

-

3.

Storekeeper

-

4.

Receptionist

5.

Desired
Status

Gap

1

1

0

-

1

1

0

-

1

0

-

0

-

1

1

Finance

0

1

1

CPA Part III

3

0

6.

Workshop Technicians

1

0

1

Diploma/CRAFT

5

5

7.

Security

2

1

2

4

3

8.

Grounds

0

0

0

4

4

0
3

0
3

0
4

2
22

2
16

9.
Kitchen
TOTAL

1

Qualification

3.4 DEPARTMENTS AND COURSES
DEPARTMENT
Mechanical
Engineering
(Production
option)

Business Studies

COURSES OFFERED/TO
BE STARTED
Diploma in Mechanical
Engineering (Production
option)
Craft Certificate in
Mechanical Engineering
(Production option)

LEVELS

Artisan Certificate in
Welding Technology
Artisian certificate in
motor Vehicle(wiring)
Diploma in Supply Chain
Management
Diploma in Business
Management
Diploma in Accounting

GTVC

Diploma

EXAMINATION
BODY
KNEC

Craft

KNEC

Artisan

KNEC/NITA

Artisan

Knec/NITA

Diploma

KNEC

Diploma

KNEC

Diploma
Diploma

KNEC
KNEC
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Technician

Electrical and
electronics

Hair dressing and
beauty therapy

Information
Communication
Technology

Building
technology

GTVC

Craft Certificate in
Business
Craft Certificate in
Business Management
Competency Based
Education & Training
Craft Certificate in Supply
Chain Management
Certificate in Accounting
and management
Accounting Technician
Diploma
CPA
Diploma in electrical
power (Engineering)
Craft Certificate in
electrical & Electronics
Competency Based
Education & Training
Artisan in electrical
Installation
Artisan Certificate in hair
dressing
Grade examination
Competency Based
Education & Training
DIPLOMA
Diploma in Information
Technology
Competency Based
Education & Training
Certificate in. Information
Communication
Technology
Diploma in building
technology
Certificate in building
technology
Artisan in building
technology

Diploma
Craft

KNEC
KNEC

Craft

KNEC

Levels

TVET-CDACC

Craft

KNEC

Craft

KASNEB

Diploma

KASNEB

Professional KASNEB
Diploma
KNEC
Craft

KNEC

Levels

TVET-CDACC

Artisan

KNEC

Artisan

KNEC

Grade
Levels

NITA
TVET-CDACC

Diploma
Diploma

KNEC

Levels

TVET-CDACC

Craft

KNEC

Diploma

KNEC

Craft

KNEC

Artisan

KNEC
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Plumbing

Catering And
Accommodation

Craft in plumbing

Craft

KNEC

Artisan in plumbing

Artisan

KNEC

Diploma in catering and
accommodation
Certificate in catering and
accommodation
Competency Based
Education & Training
Artisan in catering and
accommodation

Diploma

KNEC

Craft

KNEC

Levels

TVET-CDACC

Artisan

KNEC

3.5 STUDENTS ENROLLMENT
S/
No
.

DEPARTMENT

COURSE

CURRENT
CAPACITY (AS
CERTIFICATE)

CURRENT
ENROLMENT
M

1.

Engineering Mechanical
Engineering (Production option)
Diploma in Mechanical
Engineering (production option)
Competency Based Education &
Training
Craft Certificate in Mechanical
Engineering
Artisan Certificate in Welding
TOTAL

2.

F

GAP

T

8

1

9

11

1

12

33

1

34

52

3

55

Business Studies

Diploma in Business
management
Diploma in Chain Supply
Management
Diploma in Accounting
Diploma in Management
Craft Certificate

GTVC
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Craft Certificate in (Modular)

3.

Craft Certificate in Business
Management
Craft Certificate in Supply chain
Management
Craft Certificate in Accounting &
management
Electrical and Electronics

3

6

9

01

01

10

10

Diploma in electrical (power)
Craft Certificate in Electrical &
Electronics
Craft Certificate Plumbing
Technology
craft in building technology

17

8

27

4

4

8

0

0

7

4

Artisan Certificate in Masonry

4.

Artisan Certificate in plumbing
Technology
Hair Dressing And Beauty
Therapy
Certificate In Hair Dressing And
Beauty Therapy

5.

I.C.T.
Diploma in Information
communication Technology
(DICT)
certificate in Information
Communication Technology
(CICT)
SUB. TOTAL

11

Total

3.6 INFRASTRUCTURE
LAND

GTVC
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The GTVC is situated on a 5-acre land which is shared by YP and a dispensary.
The land is utilized by buildings and a small farm with no playing fields. A master
plan is required as a guide to future developments on the land.
WATER
The GTVC is connected to Gatanga Water Scheme which is not a reliable source
since it is rationed twice a week. A 200,000-gallon water tank is required as a
reservoir. The GTVC needs a borehole for consistence water supply and gutters
to harvest rain water from the buildings to save on water bills and as an
emergency in case of disruption in water supply.
ELECTRICITY
Electricity is supplied from Kenya Power. There is a challenge due to power
interruptions and the transformer is not adequate to power all the machines
during practical lessons and the surrounding shopping centre. This necessitates
the acquisition of a stand by generator with a capacity to run the intranet, and
training facilities in case of power interruptions
DRAINAGE AND WASTE DISPOSAL
There is a challenge on drainage of ground running water and building’s roof
water. Most of the Sewerages disposal has been done through a septic tank.
COMMUNICATION
There is no connectivity between offices, the GTVC requires intercom to be able
to communicate effectively.

ITEM
DESCRIPTION

UNITS

QUANTITY STATUS OF THE
AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
FACILITIES

ADDITION
AL
QUANTITY
REQUIRED

Training
Workshops

No.

2

The workshops have
modern equipment for
automotive engineering
but require basic tools
and workshop benches.
There is also need for
electrical and electronics
workshop for more
access.

2

Computer lab

No.

2

Not appropriate.

1

GTVC
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Requires relocation to a
more appropriate space.
Tuition rooms

No.

7

-Inadequate.

10

-Some require lecture
seats
Departmental
offices

No.

0

-no Offices available

5

Administration
block

No.

None

-A new administration
block required

1

Men’s Hostel

Bed
capacity

None

-requires a modern one
(at least 150 bed)

1

Ladies Hostel

Bed
capacity

None

Requires to construct one 1
with an ablution block
to serve the hostel (at
least 200 beds)

Institute Bus

No.

None

Requires one- 62 seater

1

Van

No.

None

Requires one- 10 seater

The GTVC
requires a
10 – seater
van

Land

Acres

5

Not adequate for future
development

-

3.7

5 more
acres
required

Risk Analysis

Implementation of this Plan is prone to various risks among them,
operational, financial, strategic and technological. Potential risks to look
out for under each of these categories are outlined below:
3.7.1 Strategic Risks
i. Some

stakeholders

may

oppose

some

of

the

proposed

programmes/activities.

GTVC
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ii. Weak

monitoring,

evaluation

and

reporting

may

interfere

with

implementation of the Plan.
iii. Political influences may interfere with implementation of the Plan.
3.7.2 Operational Risks
i. Lack of support from key internal stakeholders.
ii. Inability to synchronize work plans, budgets and procurement plans.
iii. Lack of policies and procedures may hinder successful implementation.
3.7.3 Financial Risks
i. Inadequate funding may affect the implementation of the envisaged
projects.
ii. Delay in payments of fees by students.
3.7.4 Technological Risks
i. Failure to equip the GTVC with the requisite teaching and learning
equipment.
ii. Inability to keep pace with the rapid technological changes.
3.8. Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting of Risks
To mitigate the effects of the above risks on this Plan, GTVC will
implement the following measures:
i. Strategic- Seek effective collaborations and sharing of the strategic
plan with stakeholders.
ii. Financial- Enhance income generating activities; adopt activity-based
budgeting and prudent management of funds.
iii. Operational- Put in place strategies to attract and retain qualified staff,
provision of conducive work environment and development of requisite
policies and procedures.
iv. Technological-keep abreast with changes in technology, undertake
upgrading of equipment and regular training of staff on use of ICT.
v. Enhancing M, E &R for early detection and management of any risk.

GTVC
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CHAPTER FOUR: STRATEGIC ISSUES, OBJECTIVES AND
STRATEGIES
4.1 Introduction
Strategic issues are the key performance areas in which an organization
must excel to achieve its mission and vision, and deliver value to
customers. They are the organization's pillars of excellence. The strategic
issues of GTVC for the planning period are:
(i)

Access and equity

(ii)

Institutional corporate governance/Management

(iii)

ICT (Equipment and Technology)

(iv)

GTVC visibility

(v)

Financial Resources

(vi)

Human Resources

(vii) Collaboration and linkages
(viii) Infrastructure

4.2 Strategic Issues, Objectives and Strategies
After analyzing the prevailing situation in terms of institutional strategic
Issues, it is quite clear that the following strategic objectives and
strategies are pertinent to the prevailing situation:
STRATEGIC ISSUE 1: ACCESS AND EQUITY
Strategic Objective 1: Enhance Access and Equity
Strategies: a) Determine the level of accessibility for the GTVC;
b) Improve and Expand training facilities
c) Sensitize trainees on alternative sources of financial support;
d) Enhance career guidance and counseling services
e) Introduce short market driven courses;
Strategic Objective 2: To diversify training programmes
GTVC
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Strategies: a) Determine the market training needs;
b) Review and Strengthen existing programs;
c) Introduce new market driven training programs;
d) Implement Competency Based Education and Training (CBET)
Strategic Objective 3: Increase the student’s enrolment
Strategies: (a)

Introduce new SET courses

(b)

Create awareness to encourage enrollment of female students
in SET courses

(c)

Improve the existing physical facilities to enhance accessibility

(d)

Aggressive marketing of the GTVC;

(e)

Recognition of best performers

STRATEGIC
ISSUE
2:
GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

Strategic

Objective

1:

INSTITUTIONAL

Improve

CORPORATE

Institutional

corporate

governance/Management

Strategies: (a) Review
programs;
(b)

and

implement

institutional

policies,

strategies

and

Embrace result based management in the training system;

(c) Develop and implement M&E systems
(d)

To improve governance structures

STRATEGIC ISSUE 3: ICT (EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY)
Strategic Objective 1: Promote effective application of ICT
Strategies: (a)
GTVC

Provide electronic teaching and learning materials;
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(b)

Install the Institutes MIS;

(c)

Install a security system;

(d)

Develop adequate ICT Capacity and Infrastructure;

STRATEGIC ISSUE 4: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Strategic Objective 1: Institutionalize research and development;
Strategies
(a)

Sensitize and encourage innovations;

(b)

Collaborate
development;

(c)

with

other

TVET

Institutions

in

research

and

Collaborate with relevant research and development agencies;

(d)

Awareness on intellectual property rights;

(e)

Promote the use of research results in technology development and
transfer;

(f)

Develop Institution incubator;

STRATEGIC ISSUE 5: FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Strategic Objective 1: To Improve the Financial Base of the GTVC
Strategies: (a)

Increase the student’s enrolment;

(b)

Introduce new courses;

(c)

Exploit external funding;

(d)

Establish Income Generating Activities;

(e)

Sponsorship of GTVC activities

STRATEGIC ISSUE 6: HUMAN RESOURCE
GTVC
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Strategic Objective 1: To ensure the staff are adequate, competent
and highly motivated
Strategies:
(a)

Recruit qualified staff;

(b)

Develop and improve staff motivation;

(c)

Develop a scheme of service for the GTVC BOG staff

STRATEGIC ISSUE 7: COLLABORATION AND LINKAGES

Strategic Objective 1: Enhance Collaborations and Linkages
Strategies: (a)

Establish collaborations and linkages

(b)

Strengthen existing collaborations and linkages

(c)

Establish benchmarks and joint collaboration networks with National
and International TVET institutions

(d) Promote staff and student exchange programmes
STRATEGIC ISSUE 8: INFRASTRUCTURE
Strategic Objective 1: Upgrade infrastructure

Strategies: (a) Develop

a

framework

for

improving

and

increasing

physical

facilities;
(b) Rehabilitate,

renovate,

construct

and

acquire

facilities

and

equipment;

GTVC
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IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX
STRATEGIC ISSUE 1: ACCESS AND EQUITY
STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN

TIME
FRAME
Strategic Objective 1:Enhance Access and equity

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

OUTPUT/TARG
ET

RESPONSIBI
LITY

Improve and
Expand training
facilities

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTIO
N

Develop a plan for
construction and
maintenance of physical
infrastructure
Implement the plan for
construction and
maintenance of physical
infrastructure

2020/2021

-physical
infrastructure
plan developed

-completed plan

-BOG
-Principal

100,000

Funds will be
available

2020/2024

-Infrastructure
constructed
/maintained

-constructed
and maintained
infrastructure

-BOG
-Principal

120,000,000

Sensitize trainees
on alternative
sources of
financial support

Hold Sensitization
forums

2020 and
continuous

Number of
sensitization
forums

-Principal
-Registrar
-DOS/OCS

750,000

Promote
affirmative action
for TVET trainees

Collect gender
disaggregated data and
determine the gaps

2021

data report on
place

-Sensitization
Forums Report
-Number of
Trainees
supported from
alternative
sources of
funding
data report on
place

-GOK
development
grants will be
available
-Donor
funding will be
realized.
-Funds will be
available

150,000

Develop an affirmative
action plan

2021

Action plan on
gender
affirmative
developed
1/3 gender

Action plan on
gender
affirmative

-Principal
-Gender
mainstreamin
g committee
-BOG
-Principal
-Dean

Gender Equity

-Principal

Implement and

GTVC

2021 and
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Funds will be
available

100,000

Funds will be
available

1,500,000

Funds will be
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STRATEGY

Enhance career
guidance and
counseling
services

Introduce short
market-driven
courses

ACTION PLAN
periodically monitor the
affirmative action
mechanism
Develop and implement
mechanism on career
guidance and counseling
services

Identify and offer short
market driven courses

TIME
FRAME
continuousl
y

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
representation
realized

OUTPUT/TARG
ET

2020/2021

Mechanism on
enhancing career
guidance and
counseling
services
developed and
implemented
Number of short
courses identified
and included in
training program

Mechanism in
place

2020/2021

Number of
trainees
enrolled

RESPONSIBI
LITY
-Gender
mainstreamin
g committee
-Principal
-Career office
-HODs

-Principal
-HODs

SUB-TOTAL

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTIO
N
available

1,000,000

Funds will be
available

500,000

Funds will be
available

124,100,000

Strategic Objective 2: To Diversify Training Programmes
Review and
Strengthen the
existing training
programmes
Introduce new
market driven
CBET training
programmes

GTVC

Assess the strengths
and weaknesses of
current training
programmes
-Prepare proposals

-Seek approval for
proposals by Relevant
Bodies

2020/2022
(annually)

Programs
reviewed

Review reports

-Principal
-HODs

250,000

Funds will be
available

2020/2021

-Number of
programmes

-3
programmes

-BOG
-HODs
TVETA

150,000

-Funds will
be available

-Registration
certificates and
minutes

-3
programmes

-BOG
-HODs
TVETA/CDAC

150,000

-TVETA will
approve

2020/2021
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STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN

TIME
FRAME

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

OUTPUT/TARG
ET

RESPONSIBI
LITY

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTIO
N

C

SUB-TOTAL

550,000

Strategic Objective 3: Increase the students enrolment
Introduce new
SET courses

-Prepare proposals

-Seek approval for
proposals by Relevant
Bodies

Create
awareness to
encourage
enrollment of
female students
in SET courses
Create
awareness to
encourage
enrollment of
students with
Special Needs in
GTVC

Engage with the
community through
public forums

Engage with the
community through
public forums

2020/2021

2020/2021

2020/2021
and
continuous
2020/2021
and
continuous

Proposals
prepared

Number of
proposals
approved

-BOG
-Registrar

Proposal
approved;

Number of
new SET
courses
introduced

-BOG
-Registrar

Public forums
participated in

Public forums
participated in

-number of
female
students
enrolled in SET
courses
-number of
Learners with
special needs
enrolled in
TVET courses

100,000

100,000

-BOG
-Registrar

-BOG
-Registrar
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750,000

750,000

Current rates

For adverts
will remain
the same for
the next 5
years
Current rates
for adverts
will remain
the same for
the next 5
years
Current rates
for adverts
will remain
the same for
the next 5
years
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ACTION PLAN

TIME
FRAME

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

OUTPUT/TARG
ET

RESPONSIBI
LITY

TVET courses
Aggressive
marketing of the
GTVC

Advertise in Print and
electronic media and
other forums

2020/2024
and
continuous

Advertisement
done

Number of
adverts in
print and
electronic
media

Principal
Registrar
HODs

Promote and upgrade
Institute’s website

2020/2021

upgraded
website

active website

principal

strategically
placed
billboards

registrar
ICT person

Erect and update Bill
Boards

bill boards
erected

Participation in sports, 2020 and
continuousl
music and Drama

Number of
number of
teams

regional and
national

games
master
team
coaches

Award of prizes to
best performers

Number of
prizes awarded

Motivated staff
and students

BOG
Principal

y

Recognition of
best performers

2020/2021
and
continuous

SUB- TOTAL

GTVC
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BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTIO
N

5,000,000

Current rates
for adverts
will remain
the same for
the next 5
years
Funds will be
available

100,000

1,000,000

150,000

Funds will be
available

Funds will be
available
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 2: INSTITUTIONAL CORPORATE GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY

TIME
PERFORMANCE
OUTPUT/TA
FRAME
INDICATORS
RGET
Strategic Objective 1: Improve Institutional corporate governance/Management
Quality Policy,
Reviewed
Service Charter,
institutional
2021/202 Organisation
Develop and
Establish/review
policies,
2 and
implement
institutional policies,
structure,
strategies and
continuo
institutional
strategies and
HIV/Aids, Drug
programmes
us
policies, strategies programmes that are
and substance
and programs;
responsive to effective
Abuse, Safety
governance and
measures, Gender
management of TVET
mainstreaming,
Disability
Mainstreaming
Affirmation policies
2021/202
Embrace Result
Implement RBM
RBM implemented
RBM in place
2 and
Based
continuo
Management in
us
the training
system;
2021/202 M&E committee
Establish an M&E
M&E in place
2
and
committee
established
continuo
us
Train M & E Committee 2021/202 M&E committee
Develop and
2 and
trained
implement M&E
continuo
systems
us
2021/202
Develop institutional M
2 and
& E Tools
GTVC

ACTION PLAN
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RESPONSIBILI
TY

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPT
ION

-BoG
-Principal,
-Dean
-Registrar
-HoDs

500,000

Stakeholde
rs embrace
institutiona
l policies,
strategies
and
programm
es

-BOG
-Principal

1,000,000

Availability
of Funds

-BoG
-Principal
-HoDs

N/A

Availability
of Funds

-BoG
-Principal
-HoDs

400,000

100,000

48
continuo
us
Carry out mid-term and
end-term review of the
strategic plan
Sub-Total

1,000,000
3,000,000

STRATEGIC ISSUE 3: ICT (EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY)
STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN

TIME
FRAME

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

OUTPUT/TARG
ET

RESPONSIBI
LITY

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUM
PTION

Number of
modern
hardware and
software

-BoG
-Principal
-Head of
Department

3,500,000

Funds
will be
availabl
e

2,500,000

Funds
will be
availabl
e
Funds
will be
availabl
e
Funds
will be

Strategic Objective 1: Promote effective application of ICT
Identify, Acquire and
install relevant
modern hardware
and software

2020 –
2022 and
continuous
ly

Provide electronic
teaching and
learning
materials
install the
Institute’s MIS

Acquisition of ebooks

2020 2022

Installation of a
student management
system

2021 2020

student
management
system installed

-BoG
-Principal
-Head of
Department
Effective
-Board of
students controls Governors
-Principal

Install a security
system

-install CCTV
cameras

2021 2020

compound
security system

Effective
compound

Upgrade the ICT
hardware and
software

GTVC

Modern
hardware and
software
acquired and
installed
e-books acquired
and utilized

Number of ebooks acquired
and in use
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-Board of
Governors

1,800,000

500,000

49

Promote the use
of ICT institution
wide

-install fire alarm
system
-install an alarm
system
Integrate ICT in:
-curriculum delivery
-MIS
- Payment

installed

2023 2024

security system

Tests
&
test ICT Systems in
place
results online
Teaching/learnin
g data base
Customized
lesson planning
ICT in teaching

-Principal

-BoG
-Principal
-HoDs
-Head ICT

SUB-TOTAL

availabl
e
1,500,000

Funds
will be
availabl
e

9,500,000

STRATEGIC ISSUE 4: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY

TIME
PERFORMANC
FRAME
E INDICATORS
Strategic Objective 1: Promote research and development;
Sensitize and
Create forums
2020 Originality of
encourage
for sensitization 2024
research
innovations
of staff and
document/ideas
students
Award/recogniti
-Develop a
on for
reward system
innovation
for innovations
Collaborate with
Participate in
2020 –
Collaboration
GTVC

ACTION PLAN

OUTPUT/TARG
ET

RESPONSIBIL
ITY

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTI
ON

Reward system
developed

Principal
Research and
innovations
committee

150,000

Availability
of funds

R&D

-BoG

1,400,000

Availability

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGY
other TVET
institutions in
research and
development
Collaborate with
relevant research
and development
agencies
Awareness
creation on
intellectual
property rights
Develop institution
incubator

ACTION PLAN

TIME
FRAME
2024

PERFORMANC
E INDICATORS
policy in R&D
developed and
implemented

OUTPUT/TARG
ET
Collaboration
policy in place

RESPONSIBIL
ITY
-Principal
-HoDs

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTI
ON
of funds

Identify and
establish
collaboration
with firms.
Sensitization on
intellectual
property rights;

2020 –
2024

Number of
MOUs signed

Enhanced
InstitutionIndustrial linkage

-

Principal
HODs
ILO

200,000

Availability
of funds

2020 –
2024

Number of
sensitization
forums held

Staff and
students
awareness

150,000

Availability
of funds

Identify and
develop an
institutional
incubator

20222024

number of
incubators
identified

developed
incubators
developed

-Principal
-Research and
innovations
committee
-BoG
-Principal &
-HoDs

TVET Fairs

SUB-TOTAL

2,950,000

STRATEGIC ISSUE 5: FINANCIAL RESOURCES

GTVC

1,200,000 Availability
of funds

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGY

ACTION
PLAN

TIME
FRAME

PERFORMANCE OUTPUT/TARGET RESPONSIBILITY
INDICATORS

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTION

Strategic Objective 1: To improve the financial position of the GTVC
Enhance
fees
collection

Establish
and
implement
controls
Exploit
Develop
external
and submit
funding
proposal to
donors
Establish
Develop
Income
and
Generating
implement
Activities
mechanisms
(IGA)
for
enhanced A
in A
Sponsorship Seek for
of
sponsorship
Institute’s
during
activities
sports days,
graduation
days, TVET
Fair
SUB-TOTAL

2020 –
2024

Control systems
established and
implemented

Enhanced fees
collection

Principal
Finance Officer

600,000

Support from
the
stakeholders

2020 2021

Proposal
developed and
submittion

Funding Proposal

-BOG
-Principal

300,000

Donors
goodwill

2023 20224

Mechanism
developed and
implemented

Funding
mechanism

-BOG
-Principal

1,500,000

Donors
goodwill

Number of GTVC
activities
sponsored

-BOG
-Principal
-HODs

500,000

Continuous GTVC activities
sponsored

2,900,000

STRATEGIC ISSUE 6: HUMAN RESOURCES
GTVC

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

Availability of
sponsors
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Strategic Objective 1: To ensure the staff are adequate, competent and highly motivated
STRATEG
Y

ACTION
PLAN

TIME
FRAME

Develop
and
improve
caliber of
staff

Carry out
training
needs
assessment
Prepare and
implement
training
schedule

2020/2021

OUTPUT/TARGE
T

RESPONSIBIL
ITY

BUDGET
KShs.

Training needs
assessment
report

-B.o.G
-Principal
-HoD

-Training
schedule in
place
-Number of
staff trained
-Manpower
requirements
report

-Improved
competency
index

-B.o.G
-Principal
-HoD

150,000 -Availability
of funds
-Employees
Co-operate
2,000,000 -Availability
of funds

Recruit
qualified
staff

Determine
manpower
requirement
s
Liaise with
the PSC for
meeting
gaps in
teaching
staff
Advertise
position for
BOG staff

-Manpower
requirements
determined

-B.o.G
-Principal
-HoD

2020 2022

-Number of
trainers
employed/deplo
yed

-Teaching staffing
gaps addressed

-B.o.G
-Principal
-HoD

N/A

-PSC Honors
requests

2020 –
2022

-Number of
BOG staff
employed

-BOG staffing
gaps addressed

-B.o.G
-Principal
-HoD

300,000

Availability of
funds

2020 -2022

2020 2022

PERFORMANC
E
INDICATORS
Training needs
assessment
carried out

SUB-TOTAL

GTVC

250,000 -Availability
of funds

2,700,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

ASSUMPTIO
N
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 7: COLLABORATION AND LINKAGES
Strategic Objective 1: Enhance Collaborations and Linkages
STRATEGY
Establish
collaborations
and linkages
Strengthen
existing
collaborations
and linkages

Establish
benchmarks
and joint
collaboration
networks with
international
TVET
Institutions
Promote staff
and student
exchange
programmes
GTVC

ACTION
PLAN
Develop and
implement
TVET
exchange
programmes
Review and
strengthen
existing
frameworks
for
collaborations
and linkages
in TVET
Develop and
implement
mechanisms
for
benchmarking
and joint
cooperation in
TVET
Identify
potential
institutions
for exchange

TIME
FRAME
2020 2022

Number of
exchange
programs
developed and
implemented
Collaboration
Number of
and
linkages Frameworks
reviewed
frameworks
reviewed

BoG, Principal &
HoDs

BUDGET
ASSUMPTION
KShs.
250,000 Funds will be
available

BoG, Principal &
HoDs

200,000 Funds will be
available

2020 2022

Mechanisms for
benchmarking
and joint
cooperation in
TVET developed
and
implemented

Number of
mechanisms

BoG, Principal &
HoDs

1,000,000 Funds will be
available

2020 2022

-institutions
identified for
exchange
programmes

-Number of
institutions
identified for
exchange

BoG, Principal &
HoDs

500,000 Funds will be
available

2020 2022

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
Exchange
programmes
developed and
implemented

OUTPUT/TARGET RESPONSIBILITY

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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programmes
-write
proposals to
institutions
identified

-Proposals
submitted

programmes
-Number of
proposals
submitted

SUB-TOTAL

GTVC

1.900.000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 8: INFRASTRUCTURE
STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN

TIME
FRAME

PERFORMANC
E
INDICATORS

OUTPUT/TARGET RESPONSIBILITY

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTION

Strategic Objective 1: Upgrade infrastructure
Develop a
roadmap for
infrastructural
improvement

Improve the
physical
facilities and
equipment

Conduct an audit
of the existing
infrastructure
and equipment
and determine
the gaps

2021/2020 -Audit report

-Infrastructure
gaps identified

Board of
Governors
Principal
Heads of
Departments

100,000 Availability of
funds

Develop a
framework for
improving and
increasing
physical facilities

2021/2022 -Framework in
place

-Framework
developed

Board of
Governors
Principal
Heads of
Departments

200,000 Availability of
funds

Renovate and
rehabilitate
 plumbing
workshop
(physical
structure)
 Tuition rooms
 offices

2020 –
2022

Ladies hostel
Store
Kitchen
F&B restaurant
Classrooms
And offices
renovated by July
2022

Board of
Governors
Principal
Heads of
Departments

120,000,000 Availability of
funds

Number of
facilities and
equipment
renovated and
rehabilitated

Construct: electrical
GTVC

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN
/electronic
workshop with a
ramp (phase I)
- water
harvesting
 shed for the
lift and spray
room
 Ablution block
to serve the
tuition rooms
/students;
 Garage for
the Institute
vehicles;
 Roof for
spray-booth
and service
bay
 Sheltered
pathways to
connect all
buildings
 Income
generating
projects
namely:
Greenhouse

GTVC

TIME
FRAME

PERFORMANC
E
INDICATORS

2021/2024
Construction of
physical
facilities
carried out

OUTPUT/TARGET RESPONSIBILITY

Number of
physical facilities
constructed

Board of
Governors
Principal
Heads of
Departments

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTION

Availability of
50,000,000 funds

57
STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN


Dispose the
obsolete

GTVC

TIME
FRAME

PERFORMANC
E
INDICATORS

OUTPUT/TARGET RESPONSIBILITY

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTION

volleyball
pitch and
other pitches
e.g. netball,
etc.

Acquire:  Modern Tools
and
equipment
 Furniture /
fittings
(library and
electrical
workshops)
 Games and
sports
equipment
 Books
 Computers
 500 student
furniture
 Staff and
conference
furniture
Identify and
dispose obsolete
equipment

20,000,000 Availability of
funds
2020 –
2024

2024

Acquisition of
facilities and
equipment
done

Number of
facilities and
equipment
acquired

Board of
Governors
Principal
Heads of
Departments

Obsolete
equipment
identified and

Number of
obsolete
equipment

Board of
Governors
Principal

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

N/A

There will be
idle assets
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STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN

facilities

TIME
FRAME

PERFORMANC
E
INDICATORS
disposed

OUTPUT/TARGET RESPONSIBILITY
identified and
disposed

Heads of
Departments

SUB-TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
YEARLY Expenditure ( ESTIMATE)

GTVC

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

BUDGET
KShs.

ASSUMPTION
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CHAPTER FIVE: WORK PLAN
STRATEGIC ISSUE 1: ACCESS AND EQUITY
STRATEGY
ACTION PLAN
2021/202
0
Strategic Objective 1:Enhance Access and equity
Determine the
level of
accessibility
Improve and
Expand
training
facilities

Sensitize
trainees on
alternative
sources of
financial
support
Promote
affirmative
action for
TIVET trainees

GTVC

Conduct an accessibility audit
Develop an action plan on
accessibility and disability
mainstreaming
Develop a plan for
construction and maintenance
of physical infrastructure
Implement the plan for
construction and maintenance
of physical infrastructure
Hold Sensitization forums

Collect gender disaggregated
data and determine the gaps
Develop an affirmative action
plan
Implement and periodically
monitor the affirmative action
mechanism

2021/20
22

2022/202
3

2023/202
4

2024/202
5

TOTAL

150,000
200,000

150,000
200,000

150,000

150,000

15,000,00
0

15,000,00
0

15,000,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

75,000,000

100,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

300,000

50,000

50,000

10,000

10,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

100,000

100,000

500,000
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Introduce
Identify and offer short
short marketmarket driven courses
driven courses
Sub- Total
Strategic Objective 2: To diversify training programmes
Review and
Strengthen the
existing
training
programmes
Introduce new
market driven
CBET training
programmes

Assess the strengths and
weaknesses of current training
programmes

50,000

-Prepare proposals

-

Seek approval for
proposals by Relevant
Bodies

125,000

50,000

125,000

50,000

125,000

50,000

125,000

50,000

500,000

250,000

75,000

75,000

150,000

75,000

75,000

150,000

Strategic Objective 3: Increase the students enrolment
Introduce new
SET courses

-

Prepare proposals

150,000

150,000

300,000

-

Seek approval for
proposals by Relevant
Bodies

150,000

150,000

300,000

Create
awareness to
encourage
enrollment of
female
students in

Engage with the community
through public forums

GTVC

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

150,000

750,000
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SET courses
Create
awareness to
encourage
enrollment of
students with
Special Needs
in TVET
courses
Aggressive
marketing of
the GTVC

Recognition of
best
performers

Engage with the community
through public forums

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

750,000

Advertise in Print and
electronic media

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

500,000

Promote, upgrade and update
the Institute’s website

100,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

300,000

Erect and update Bill Boards

100,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

220,000

Participation in sports

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

5,000,000

Coverage of the Institute in
Hotel & SME Magazines

75,000

75,000

75,000

75,000

75,000

375,000

Award of prizes to best
performers

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

STRATEGIC ISSUE 2: INSTITUTIONAL CORPORATE GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT
GTVC

150,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN

2020/2 2021/20
2022/20
021
22
23
Strategic Objective 1: Improve Institutional corporate governance/Management
Develop and
Establish/review institutional
100,000 100,000
100,000
implement
policies, strategies and
institutional
programmes that are
policies,
responsive to effective
strategies and governance and management of
programs;
TVET
Embrace result Implement RBM
150,000 150,000
150,000
based
management
in the training
system;
Develop and
Establish an M&E committee
ximplement
Train M&E committee
- 200,000
M&E systems
Develop Institutional M&E Tools
50,000
-

2023/2024 2024/202
5
100,000

100,000

500,000

150,000

150,000

750,000

200,000

-

400,000

-

-

50,000

Conduct periodical Monitoring of
Strategic plan Implementation

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

50,000

Carry out midterm and End term
evaluation of the Strategic plan

-

-

150,000

-

150,000

300,000

Develop a strategic plan for the
year 2020-2025

GTVC

TOTAL

1,000,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 3: ICT (EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY)
STRATEGY

2021/20
20
Strategic Objective 1: Promote effective application of ICT
Upgrade the ICT
Identify and review the Institutes
50,000
hardware and
hardware and software
software
requirements

Provide electronic
teaching and
learning
materials
Acquire GTVC
MIS
Install a security
system

ACTION PLAN

2023/20
24

2024/2
025

TOTAL

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

250,000

750,000

625,000

625,000

625,000

625,000

3,250,000

-Acquisition of e-books
-Develop E-Learning Portal

-

1,500,00
0

1,000,0
00

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

4,500,000

Installation of a library
management system
- Install CCTV cameras

-

GTVC

2022/2
023

Acquire and install relevant
modern hardware and software

-

Promote the use
of ICT in the
institution

2021/20
22

1,500,00
0
1,000,00
0

Install an alarm system
Metal detectors

Integrate ICT in:
- curriculum delivery
- MIS
- Payment

100,000

100,000

1,500,000
1,000,000
250,000

250,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

100,000

100,000

500,000
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 4: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY

2020/20
21
Strategic Objective 1: Promote research and development;
Collaborate with other Participate in TVET
750,000
TVET institutions in
Fairs/Exhibitions
research and
development
Collaborate with
Identify and establish
100,000
relevant research and collaboration with firms.
development agencies
Awareness creation
Sensitization on intellectual
30,000
on intellectual
property rights;
property rights
Develop institution
Identify and develop an
incubator
institutional incubator
Sensitize and
encourage
innovations

GTVC

ACTION PLAN

Create forums for sensitization of
staff and students on research
and innovations

2021/2
022

2022/2
023

2023/20
24

20243/2
025

750,000

750,000

750,000

750,000

3,750,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

500,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

150,000

2,000,0
00

TOTAL

2,000,000

100,000

100,000

Develop a reward system for
innovations

50,000

Reward exemplary innovations

50,000

50,000

50,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

50,000

50,000

200,000
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 5: FINANCIAL RESOURCES
STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN

2020/2 2021/2 2022/2
021
022
023
Strategic Objective 1: To improve the financial position of the institute
Enhance fees
Establish fees collection controls
30,000
collection
Implement and review fees
5,000
5,000
collection controls
Exploit external
Develop and submit proposal to
200,000 200,000
200,000
funding
donors
Establish Income
Generating
Develop and implement vehicle
250,000
Activities (IGA) for
repairs from the outside
enhanced A in A
Develop and implement
greenhouse farming
Sponsorship of
Seek for sponsorship during
50,000
50,000
50,000
GTVC activities
sports days, TVET Fair

2023/2
024

2024/20
25

5,000

5,000

200,000

200,000

TOTAL

30,000
20,000
1,000,000

250,000
250,000
50,000

250,000
50,000

250,000
1,800,000

GTVC

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 6: HUMAN RESOURCES
STRATEGY
ACTION PLAN
2021/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024
TOTAL
Strategic Objective 1: To ensure the staff are adequate, competent and highly motivated
Develop and
Carry out training needs
125,000
125,000
250,000
improve
assessment
staff skills
Prepare Annual staff
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
250,000
training schedule
Implement the annual
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000 2,500,000
staff training schedule
Recruit
Determine annual
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
250,000
qualified staff manpower requirements
Liaise with the PSC for
x
x
x
x
x
x
meeting gaps in
teaching staff
Advertise positions for
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
300,000
BOG staff

GTVC

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 7: COLLABORATION AND LINKAGES
STRATEGY
ACTION PLAN
2021/2020
Strategic Objective 1: Enhance Collaborations and
Establish
Develop and
50,000
collaborations and implement TVET
linkages
exchange
programmes
Strengthen
Review and
40,000
existing
strengthen existing
collaborations and frameworks for
linkages
collaborations and
linkages in TVET
Establish
Develop and
200,000
benchmarks and
implement
joint collaboration mechanisms for
networks with
benchmarking and
international TVET joint cooperation in
Institutions
TVET
Promote staff and - Identify
100,000
student exchange
potential
programmes
institutions for
exchange
programmes
- write proposals
to institutions
identified

GTVC

2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024
TOTAL
Linkages
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000 250,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000 1,000,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000 500,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

40,000 200,000
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 8: INFRASTRUCTURE
STRATEGY
ACTION PLAN
2021/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024
Strategic Objective 1: Upgrade infrastructure
Develop a
Develop a framework 50,000
roadmap for
for improving and
increasing physical
infrastructural
facilities
improvement
Improve the
physical facilities
and equipment
(through
Renovate and
rehabilitate the

Expand the
physical
infrastructure by:

GTVC

Repair and
rehabilitate latrines

100,000

TOTAL
50,000

1,000,000
1,500,000

Repair and
rehabilitate Tuition

1,500,000

rooms

Repair and
rehabilitate Offices

500,000

construct sheds for
car lifts and spray
booth

1,500,000

-

Construct a tuition
block with offices

-

Construct

5,000,000

500,000

5,000,000

1,500,000

5,000,000

10,000,000
40,000,000

Completion
of
electrical
/electronic
workshop with a
ramp

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

3,000,000

10,000,000

35,000,000
40,000,000
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STRATEGY
-

-

-

-

ACTION PLAN
Construct Access
road and parking
Ablution block for
the visitors and
students
Purchase 500
students seats
Construct a
perimeter wall
along the front of
the building

2021/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024
TOTAL
12,000,000
12,000,000
6,000,000
350,000

350,000

6,000,000
350,000

1,500,000

350,000

350,000

1,500,000

3,000,000

12,500,000

Construct

1,750,000

12,500,000

Building
Technology &
Plumbing
Workshop;
-

Construct

-

Construct two

-

Construct

-

GTVC

1,000,000

1,000,000

2,000,000

Sheltered
pathways to
connect all
buildings
2,000,000

500,000

2,500,000

Water tanks

volleyball pitch
Acquire Modern
Tools and
equipment for the
electrical

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

2,500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

2,500,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN
workshops

2021/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024

-

Acquire furniture
and fittings for the
library

2,000,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

7,000,000

-

Acquire Modern
Tools and
equipment for
plumbing Course
Acquire welding
and body works
Tools for the
Automotive
Engineering

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

500,000

200,000

100,000

Acquire Games
and entertainment
/ recreation
facilities
Identify and dispose
obsolete equipment

100,000

100,000

-

-

Dispose the
obsolete facilities

GTVC

TOTAL

300,000

100,000

100,000

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)

120,000

250,000

100,000

100,000
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CHAPTER SIX: RESOURCE MOBILIZATION
7.1: INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the resource required for implementation of the
strategic plan, strategies for mobilizing such resources and areas targeted
to ensure efficient utilization of funds.
7.2: PROJECTED RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The strategic objectives identified will be realized through the funding
model as illustrated in Table 4. The resources identified have been aligned
with budget projections for GTVC
7.3: STRATEGIES FOR RESOURCE MOBILIZATION
The main funding for GTVC is the GOK budgetary allocation via the line
ministry budget based on treasury allocations. GTVC will depend on this
and other identified funding sources to fund this strategic plan.
GTVC will prepare its annual Public Expenditure Review (PER) reports to
form the basis for resource bidding under the overall GoK budgetary
process. Development partners are already supporting the Government
on TVET programmes.
GTVC plans to seek for extra support from other stakeholders to fill in the
resource gap between the GoK allocation and strategic plan budget. The
relationship between GTVC. and the development partners will be
strengthened by, among others, developing strategic alliances based on
the needs and policy direction of GTVC

GTVC

Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
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PROJECTED INCOME/REVENUE
2019
SOURCES OF REVENUES
–
2020
(KShs.) ‘000’
A in A
Tuition Fees (25 6,605,000
% growth)
GoK Operational

2020
2021
(KShs.) ‘000’
7,500,000

2021
–
2022
(KShs.) ‘000’

2022
2023
(KShs.) ‘000’

2023
2024
(KShs.)‘000’

Grants

GoK Development Grants

15,000,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

Income Generating Activities
CDF/ County Government
Other Revenue
TOTAL REVENUE
PROJECTED EXPENDITURE
2020
2020

2021
–
2021
(KShs.)

2022
–
2022
(KShs.)

2023
–
2023
(KShs.)

Capital Expenditure
Recurrent Expenditure
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
FUNDING GAP
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
MONITORING AND EVALUATION MECHANISMS
7.1

Introduction

Monitoring and Evaluation is an important management tool that will help
GTVC management in making decisions to improve performance and allow
managers to determine whether the programme is on course or not.
It enables managers to verify progress based on scientific decisions about
any corrections needed in implementation. There is an effective M&E
mechanism developed in line with performance contracting concept in
public service sector. Through setting of annual targets, the institution is
able to monitor and evaluate the inputs, activities and outputs; to ensure
that objectives of the plan are delivered in accordance with the
implementation plan.
7.2

The importance of Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring and evaluation system in the strategic process is important as
it play the following roles;
i. Inquire into the feasibility of the plan
ii. Assess the overall impact of the implementation process.
iii. Avoid the possibility of wastage by guiding in the selection of the most
effective strategic options.
iv. Assist the organization to continue with a plan/path that is likely to
produce the intended results.
v. Assist in detecting and correcting some of the factors that may reduce
the positive impact of the strategic plan.
7.3

Monitoring Methodologies

Monitoring will involve routine data collection and analysis on the success
of the implementation of the strategic plan. The results from the analysis
will then be used to inform decision making at all levels. The objectives
of the strategic plan will be reinforced through corrective measures when
and if necessary.
This will be achieved by:
i.
ii.
GTVC

Development of monitoring indicators at all levels of implementation
Carrying out internal periodic data collection, analysis and monthly
reporting.
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iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Carrying out spot inspections and making objective participant
observations
Conducting specially designed surveys and rapid assessments to
assess progress
Carrying out participatory M&E with the line ministry officials
Facilitating independent assessment and reviews of the programmes
under implementation.
Any other M&E related assignment given by the line ministry M&E
Team

The implementing units will submit periodic review reports to the
institutional Strategic Plan Steering Committee. These reports will be
reviewed regularly against the indicators to ensure that there is positive
progress.
7.4: Evaluation Mechanism
The strategic plan will be evaluated during and after implementation to
ensure that it produces the intended results. The plan will inherently be
subjected to independent evaluation to remove any element of bias. The
evaluation will be carried out using relevance, efficiency, effectiveness,
sustainability and impact measures.
A logical framework will be designed to track and monitor progress in the
implementation of the plan.
7.5: Plan Monitoring and Evaluation Framework
The M&E function will be spread across all institutional departments and
will create a framework to collect and analyze data and prepare and
disseminate reports. The M&E plan outlines the outputs and key activities
to be undertaken under each of the strategies. The logical framework
extends this information by specifying indicators of the achievements of
the various outcomes and activities, the means of verifying the various
outcomes and activities, the means of verifying the achievements and a
time table for doing so, and the facilitating and constraining factors
expected to affect the achievement.
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